The registration for the **International Master's Degree "Functional Biology and Ecology - FBE"** in Toulouse and Perpignan, South of France, is open!

This **two-year international program**, given in **English**, aims at training **future engineers and scientific project managers** in plant breeding, plant protection, environmental impact studies, ecosystems, biodiversity and environmental remediation. The Master’s Degree also aims to prepare students who wish to pursue a **Ph.D.** with the goal of becoming **future professors and researchers** in the academic or industrial sector.

Watch our **presentation video here**.

Through active learning, you will spend two semesters out of four in **immersion in research laboratories**, in France or abroad. In the Occitanie region, you will work **in close contact with socio-economic actors**. In particular, you will study how living organisms are affected by changes in their environment and how they adapt.

As an international student, if you are selected, you will benefit from a **14 000 € scholarship** (8000 € for the first year of the Master and 6000 € for the second year), to cover your relocation and accommodation fees as well as your internship grants.

Are you interested? More information on **how to apply**.